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In the name of Allah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful

“Those who spend (in the cause of Allah) privately or publicly, by
night and day, have their reward with their Lord. And (on the day
of Resurrection) they shall neither fear nor grieve.”

(Quran, Al-Baqarah 2:274)
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Dear Friends,

Greetings!

2014 served as a year of achievement,

reflection, change, and challenges, but I

am indebted to the Almighty that Human

Welfare Foundation has worked through

the challenges to cater to the needs of

those most in need across India.

Muslims in Assam had to live through a

continuous cycle of targeted violence

throughout the year in 2014. More than

100 died and around 10,000 had to flee

from their homes to save their lives. I

would like to thank our valued donors and

volunteers who have so far allowed us to

make a huge difference to the lives of

thousands of families, and I would also like

to appeal for their continued support as we

have a long way to go in order to end the

sufferings of the victims.

The exceptionally disastrous floods across

the Kashmir region this September was a

disaster unprecedented in its scale and

level of destruction. Human Welfare

Foundation responded to the needs of

those suffering on the ground, and as we

did in Assam last year. We have partnered

with local organizations in the region in

order to most effectively deliver

emergency aid and longterm rehabilitation

programmes in the future.

In 2014, we lost our beloved chairman

Janab Saiyid Hamid sb, under whose able

guidance we have been able to walk this

far on our journey to change the social

landscape of the country.  His death is a

great loss for the Muslim community in the

field of education and social welfare.

I would also like to welcome Mr.

Muhammad Abdunnafih as the new CEO of

Human Welfare Foundation. He brings

with him a range of experience which will

enable HWF to continue to serve humanity

effectively.

Finally, I take this opportunity to specially

thank Human Welfare Foundation’s

dedicated staff, partners, sponsors, and my

fellow trustees for their collective tireless

efforts to deliver the remarkable progress

Human Welfare Foundation achieves each

year. I am especially grateful to our

supporters, donors and volunteers for their

selfless generosity and dedication to our

work. With your continued support, we

hope to achieve more in the coming year, to

expand our efforts and reach more

vulnerable and suffering people in need.

May Allah Subhanahu wa Ta’ala reward you

all and accept our efforts.

Prof. K. A. Siddique Hassan

General Secretary

Message from the General Secretary
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Believe in Allah and in His Messenger and expend of what
He has entrusted to you. A great reward awaits those of you
who believe and spend their wealth.

Al-Quran 57:7
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VISION M SI SION

VALUES

Hands-in-hand we go to serve the

deserving. Through various

community service projects and with

the support of our caring and

generous donors, the Human Welfare

Foundation (HWF) is engaged in

helping people with little or no

resources. With the high spirit and

dedication of its volunteers, HWF

strives to alleviate human sufferings

and also to help them achieve real

improvement in the quality of their

lives.

Our mission is to serve the poor and

deprived sections of the society by

providing them the basic amenities

like education, healthcare, food and

shelter that equip individuals to

become an equal partner in the

progress of the nation and by helping

the sufferers of natural calamities to

move towards a world free from

hunger, ignorance, deprivation and

exploitation.

We aim at reaching the grassroots

with distinct preference for the

depressed and the disadvantaged

sections enabling them to attain all

that a common citizen cherishes.

COMPASSION:

A person cannot be compassionate

unless he/she is sensitive to others’

needs and condition.

JUSTICE:

Each person has the right to live and

be treated with dignity. Justice is

achieved by considering the rights of

others and the respect they deserve,

regardless of ethnic background.

ACCOUNTABILITY:

We hold ourselves accountable for

our actions. We hold our project

implementation partners

accountable for their actions.

EMPOWERMENT:

To empower people in order to

unleash their potential.
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Development is a central imperative in

today's globalized world. But achieving

sustainable all-round development for

society requires certain fundamental pillars in

place. Education is one such pillar without which

any future growth is inconceivable. To imagine

growth with large parts of the country bounded

in illiteracy is just impossible. More so, in today's

information based society, where education is

the key to a whole world of opportunities. Not

only that, a whole host of issues in fields of

healthcare, economic opportunity, women

empowerment and community building can be

traced to a lack of proper education.

It is a matter of great concern that every third

illiterate person in the world is an Indian.

"Inadequate budget allocation, dismal school

infrastructure in rural areas, high dropout rates,

are the hallmarks of our education system”. Even

the minimal infrastructure, such as proper

rooms, desks, drinking water facility, toilets, is

missing in a large number of schools.

Human Welfare Foundation (HWF) sees

education as a lifeline to a brighter future out of

poverty. Education is a means to uplift as well as

empower people to continue the reconstruction

of society. Hence, Education and Skill

Development top the list of priorities outlined in

Vision 2016 Program.

Vision 2016 implements wide ranging

Educational Projects, being executed round half

(north) the country. The sector proposes a multi

facet plan for the development of education

system among the marginalised sections of the

Indian society.

supporting
EDUCATION

Education provides the key to a better future,

helping people to increase their skills, fulfil

their potential and pursue their goals. But

millions of children across India are denied even

a basic education. We aim to provide

impoverished communities with access to

education or training, which offers them a way

out of poverty. By working directly with local

communities, we ensure that our educational

projects are relevant to their needs.



Over

17500
Students

benefited from
Capacity Building

34 Schools
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Schools

Talent Search
Program

Hostels

Vocational
Training

Career
Guidance &
Counsellor’s
Training

Capacity
Building

Awards for
Academic

Excellence

Scholarships

Over 8000
CHILDREN
benefited from
Construction of
11 Schools, including

4 Scholar Schools
directly under the aegis of
HUMAN WELFARE FOUNDATION

Over

5000
POOR CHILDREN
benefiting from

and9 Slum Schools
4 Vocational Schools
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1023
Students

benefited from
UG/PG

Scholarships

Over

9760
Children benefited
from School Kits
(Textbooks, Bags, Stationary
and Uniform)

1350
Awards for
Academic
Excellence and

Over 900
NMTSE Awardees
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YOUR ZAKAT . . . . .

OUR EDUCATION

A child can go to school
in as little as

850/- per month($17)
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Universal access to education and

healthcare are fundamental necessities

for any society to progress. No nation

has achieved a developed status without

fulfilling these two basis requirements.

Many people around the world continue to suffer

from a lack of basic healthcare. India is no

exception. Basic services that most people take

for granted can be the difference between life

and death. Each year, according to the World

Health Organization (WHO), almost 11 million

children under 5 years of age die from the causes

that are largely preventable. Among them are 4

million babies who do not survive the first month

of life. In addition, more than half a million

women die in pregnancy, childbirth or soon after.

In order to change these numbers every mother

and every child must have access to healthcare.

Responding to this need, Human Welfare

Foundation (HWF) implements a wide array of

health and nutrition projects, providing basic

and supplementary medical services to

populations in dire need.

HWF has committed much of its efforts to ensure

adequate medical treatment to those who are

deprived of this basic necessity. HWF actively

organizes medical camps, blood donation camps

and donates medicines. We are running one

Multi-speciality SixHospital and Medical

Centers in different parts of the country. Our

other projects include training traditional birth

attendants, distributing medical equipments,

and providing low cost mobile and clinic-based

healthcare facilities for the rural poor.

Under Vision 2016 project, the HWF envisages

state of art health facilities on subsidized/

marginal costs to cater the needs of poor

patients.

Easily preventable and treatable diseases are
still causing death and long term suffering to

millions across India. Children go without
vaccinations and many are unable to receive

even the most basic health care, due to either
lack of availability or funds. Our projects provide

the infrastructure of hospitals and medical
centres and raise awareness of health and

nutritional issues for the wider community.

providing access to

HEALTHCARE
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Over

15000
patients benefited
from Mobile
Medical Vans

Over

12000
patients benefited

from Medical4
Diagnostic Centres

Over
200,000
patients benefited

from 6
Medical Centres

Over 100,000
patients benefited

from bedded83
Al-Shifa Multispeciality
Hospital equipped with
State-of-the-art ICU and NICU

Over
200,000
benefited from

1023
Medical Camps
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India's GDP ranks among the top 10
economies of the world. However, around
269 71million people or about million

households are living below the poverty line.

HWF’s Vision 2016 plan addresses the roots
causes of poverty through long-term solutions
and believes in promoting sustainable
livelihoods. A sustainable livelihood is a way of
earning a living that empowers people to
become self-sufficient and less reliant on
humanitarian aid.

Human Welfare Foundation has established a
specialized organisation SAHULAT MICRO-
FINANCE SOCIETY to focus on  the economic
development of under privileged and weaker
people especially the Muslim Community.

Sahulat facilitates and supports livelihood
opportunities and micro enterprise
development for poverty alleviation through
provision of Interest Free Microfinance.

INTEREST-FREE MICROFINANCE

Interest free Microfinance is an effective tool to
fight against poverty. Sahulat’s Interest Free

Microfinance Program through its affiliated
credit cooperative societies focuses on efforts
that empower communities to lift themselves
out of poverty.

Focusing on sustainable development, Sahulat
ensures self-reliance and decreases community
dependence on outside aid. Sahulat believes
that without sustainable development there is
no progress.

Sahulat works closely with socially and
economically underserved communities that
are grappling with poverty to identify their
needs and provide relevant livelihoods training,
opportunities for enterprise, equal access to
knowledge, financial support, employability
skills and social and infra-structural capital to
make informed livelihood choices.

Projects include interest-free loan schemes and
developing small businesses, such as vegetable
and dairy production. Our target beneficiaries
are the most vulnerable members of a
community, like women and the elderly.

promoting sustainable

LIVELIHOOD
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Forum for Group Discussion on
Economic Issues (FGDEI),
formed by Sahulat Microfinance in
association with Radiance
Viewsweekly to deliberate upon
issues relating to economic issues
organized by10 extension lectures
Scholars of national and
international repute during the last
year.

Sahulat supports following
Microfinance Oragnizations:

� in AndhraKhidmat MACCS
Pradesh

� Sangamam Co-operative
Credit Society in Kerala,
Tamilnadu and Pondicherry

� Al-Khair Co-operative
Credit Society Ltd. in
Bihar, UP, Jharkand & Delhi

� Interest Free Loans to
R ,ickshaw pullers
Small Shop owners,
Farmers,
Unemployed youth.

� Financial Aid for setting up
New Business Ventures and

forSewing Machines
Widows.

Partnerships
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In an instant, life can change for millions of

families. Natural disasters can take homes

and what little possessions they have.

During humanitarian emergencies, responding

immediately and effectively could mean saving

many lives. During natural disasters and

communal riots, there are critical shortages of

food, medicine and shelter. As a result, many

civilians, particularly women, children and the

elderly suffer because they are among the most

vulnerable members of society.

Society for Bright Future (SBF), a national level

disaster relief organisation, was formed as part

of Vision 2016 program. SBF specializes in

Emergency Relief and Rehabilitation and has

quickly responded to all natural and man-made

disasters in recent past.

The Emergency and Relief program of SBF

includes providing survival items like food,

water, clothes, shelter and medical care during

emergencies. Also involves training in preparing

for and coping with disasters.

The Rehabilitation program includes the

handicapped assistance program, reconstruc-

tion of residential and commercial properties of

the affected population and employment

assistance, etc.

Society for Bright Future aims at developing its

organisational capacity to respond effectively to

emergencies. We are establishing a disaster-

preparedness strategy and an implementation

plan nationally so that we can fast-track our

emergency response capacity, and develop SBF

as a leading humanitarian agency for disaster

response.

responding to
EMERGENCIES

Communal Violence and natural disasters such

as earthquakes, floods and droughts have caused

the death and displacement of millions of

people. In these emergencies, displaced people

are forced to flee their homes and are deprived of

their rights to food, health and protection. We

try to ensure that their basic needs are met, by

providing food and materials as soon as possible,

and by working with the international

community to provide essential services.
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Quick response to

Floodsdevastating

in Uttrakhand,

Assam, UP

and Kashmir

Kashmir Flood Relief
Medicines,
Food Items,
Winter Clothes
and Blankets
worth Rs. 5 Million

NATIONAL LEVEL VOLUNTEER CORE

In order to ensure that our network is
ready for action at short notice, we
are building a national level volunteer
core of emergency response
personnel. Comprehensive training
programmes are conducted regularly
across India to improve the technical
ability of this volunteer core.

Over 1000
Pucca Houses
constructed for
Flood and Riots
Victims in Assam,
Bihar & Uttar Pradesh
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A large number of under-trial people are

waiting for justice in Indian prisons.

Poor people are vulnerable to all kinds

of exploitation including legal exploitation.

Many people are in jails just because they can

not afford a few hundred rupees for bail. Legal

help is among the prime needs of many poor

people in India.

Association for Protection of Civil Rights

(APCR), a civil rights’ group comprised of

advocates, social activists and grassroots para-

legal social workers dedicated to using the

legal system to protect and advance the civil

and human rights in India, was formed as a part

of Vision 2016 Program  to defend the rights of

the underprivileged sections of the society and

to provide legal aid assistance, protection and

rehabilitation to the survivors of religious

intolerance and all sorts of discrimination and

oppression.

APCR is committed to the protection of society

from violation of human rights, Illegal

detentions, custodial deaths, fake encounters,

false cases on the behest of political

exigencies, unprovoked firing on

demonstrators, criminal negligence of officials

and public servants at the time of natural and

manmade calamities and consumer frauds by

local manufacturers and service providers and

Multinational Companies.

APCR conducts training workshops on criminal

law and human rights issues, investigates in to

cases of human rights’ violations, undertakes

cases of public interests with a view to bring

about a comprehensive change in criminal

justice system, addresses issues of prisoners

rights, keeps a watch over law making process

to make positive intervention, involves in

awareness of general masses and initiates

campaigns on various sociolegal issues.

The network of APCR is spread over the length

and breadth of the country. APCR is also

working as a support group for the

organizations and movements committed for

the promotion of Justice and Equity in India.

protecting
CIVIL RIGHTS
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Legal Aid to
the Victims
falsely fabricated
in terror

.related cases

Over 1000
innocent youth

(framed in
fabricated case)

released form Jail

Intervened
successfully for
getting pensions

released  for 1500
.senior citizens

Legal Guidance
overto people;2,000

Over Legal50
workshops to train
the people on
Human Rights issues

� Filed litigations and

pursuing Human rights

violation cases in

Trial/Supreme court;

� Established a national

network of Para-Legal

Workers and Activists;
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Orphaned children are amongst the most

vulnerable in society. They are

vulnerable in the sense that the father

(and in some cases the mother also) have passed

away or left them. They are often left in the care

of elderly relatives who do not have the ability to

support them and often consequently receive no

education and are driven into work at a very early

age missing out on a real childhood and

education. This obviously affects them for the

rest of their lives and they are not able to develop

into valuable members of society.

With the loss of their parents and their first line

of defense, orphans of disasters often witness

horrible atrocities. As easy targets for abuse

during their formative years, they are hardened

by their daily experiences and are robbed of a

childhood. Even orphans who are not touched by

corruption and violence, are still deprived of

education. Human Welfare Foundation (HWF)

has reacted to this has developed a very

successful orphan support scheme which is now

helping thousands of needy children.

Millions of orphan children throughout the world

are denied the most basic necessities that we

take for granted every day. The smallest things

can make a huge difference to a child’s

development and the opportunity for them to

have the future they deserve. Through the Vision

2016 Sponsor an Orphan Programme, you could

support a child for as little as Rupees a day. We50

do not believe in providing a meal and walking

away; your contribution will provide school fees,

food, clothing and healthcare aimed at providing

them with a secure and stable future.

We place orphan children in the care of host

families who will nurture the child to fulfill their

potential and support their development by

giving them the extra confidence and motivation

they need to fulfill their dreams.

Our scheme runs in northen and eastern states of

India and we sponsor children of all faiths,

gender, ages and abilities. Our local partners

keep an eye on the progress of these children and

make sure that they are getting the best possible

care.

caring for
ORPHANS
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WHY SPONSOR AN ORPHAN CHILD?

Islam pays particular attention to the situation of
orphans and as testimony to this, a number of
verses in the Quran demand kindness on their
behalf, promising the worst punishment for
those who ill-treat them and equally promising
the highest rewards for those who look after
them. The Quran goes so far as to treat a person
who oppresses an orphan as a non-believer, in
the same way as he who denies the existence of
God:

“See the one who denies the religion, then such is
the man who repulses the orphan with harshness
and does not help feed the poor…”

Prophet Muhammad (P.B.U.H) said,

“God, I firmly condemn he who abuses the
rights of these two vulnerable groups: orphans
and women…”

Over 8700
Orphans supported



community
DEVELOPMENT
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No man can live alone. We always need

our family, friends and the community

around us, in good times and bad.

Unfortunately, we often forget that community

needs our help too.

Small acts of kindness can go a long way to bring

a smile on another’s face. It costs little, yet does a

lot. That is the reason why Human Welfare

Foundation, through Vision 2016 program, is

engaged in helping the poor and destitute. HWF

is one of the leading humanitarian set-ups of the

country, which cater to various needs.

We have implemented a large number of projects

aiming at community development and

empowerment. Number of our beneficiaries are

well above 8 million.

Safe Drinking
Water

Ramadan Food
Program

Model Village

Mass Marriage

Qurbani Project

Winter Relief
Project
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47,894
families in
276 districts
benefited from
HWF’s RAMADAN
FOOD PROGRAM

406,711
families in

234 districts
benefited from

ProjectQURBANI
(Eid Food Packs)

32,926
families benefited
from Winter Relief
Project in
194 Districts

Over 45,000
families benefited
from over 900

andHAND PUMPS
Tube Wells installed

Over 5000
couples benefited
from Marriage
Assistance
Program

SAFE
DRINKING
WATER
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Human Welfare Foundation know
that the poverty and suffering will
not end tomorrow, but  are certain
that what we do today will bring
closer that day when it does.

GET INVOLVED
The generosity and kindness of
individuals, groups or
organisations has allowed Human
Welfare Foundation (HWF)  to
deliver life changing programmes
in 8last years. Thousands like you,
who persevere day in and day out
as volunteers and partners of this
humane venture, form its
backbone, putting in a lot of effort
and time to turn this dream into
reality.

We take this opportunity to
acknowledge and appreciate the
value of your treasured support.
The poor who cannot afford a set
of clothes, the countless starving
sisters forced to sell their honour
for a few crumbs, parents too
indigent to pay for the legal fights

CONTINUING TO DEVELOP

The generosity and kindness of
donors has allowed Human
Welfare Foundation to help
millions of people across Indian in
last years. Their sustained8
support will mean HWF can use all
it has learnt to continue to assist
all those in need around the world.

T 8he years until this point have
seen Human Welfare Foundation
constantly evolve and develop;
coming years will be no different.
The charity will work with its
beneficiaries, its partners  and all
of its field offices to bring a
positive change to the lives of
those trapped in poverty.

Having grown from one small
office in 2006 to a leading Indian
Humanitarian Aid organization  in
201 , the organisation aims to use5
its knowledge and experience to
push forward the development
agenda in the interest of serving
humanity.

for their unjustly incarcerated
children, and millions of kids so
far denied a chance for education -
all these look up to withHWF
desperate hope. If we can leave
aside a small portion of any
extravagances on weddings,
dinner parties, entertainments
and the like, it will mean a lot for
them: one meal for the hungry, a
pair of clothes for the needy, a
scholarship for a child.

The destitute need your support in
cash and kind and you are capable
enough to support the noble cause
of catering their needs. We expect
your helping hands ever in future
so that the dark present of those
people can be lightened in near
future. It's only people like you
who make us confident enough to
take new initiatives.

make a
DIFFERENCE
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Help needy &
meritorious students
earn PG Degrees with

only Rs. 2000/-
($40) per month

EDUCATIONAL
REHABILITATION OF
VIOLENCE AFFECTED
CHILDREN

SCHOLARSHIPS (UG/PG) MORNING SCHOOL

CAPACITY BUILDING
OF SCHOOLS

Rs. 5,000 ($95)/month
can pay School fee, uniform,
school Supplies, food,
healthcare & other necessary
living expenses of a child

ADOPT AN ORPHAN CHILD

Make a MONTHLY difference
Support a child from only
Rs. 1500/- ($30) per monthEstablishing a

Slum School
costs as little as

($9,500)Rs. 5,00,000/-

All it takes to establish a
Morning School is a
TEACHERS’ SALARY @
RS. 8,000 ($150) per month or
RS. 96,000 ($1,800) per annum

A Small Contribution of
can buy aRs. 1,500/ ($30)

which containsSCHOOL BAG
adequate materials for one
Student to learn for one year.

� RS. 20,000/- to 35,000/- ($380-
$675) for for aA PAIR OF COWS
family to get started;

� A forCYCLE RICKSHAW Rs.
13,000/- ($250);

� A for as little asSEWING MACHINE
Rs. 7,000/- ($135);

� A forCOMPUTER Rs. 35,000/-
($675);

� An INTEREST FREE BUSINESS
LOAN Rs. 25,000/- to 1,00,000/-of
($475-$1900) can offer poor
families dignified and sustainable
ways of making a living.

LIVELIHOOD SUPPORT

� School Furniture @
Rs. 2 Lakhs ($3600)

� Computers @
Rs. 35,000/- ($675)

� Library @ Rs. 70,000 ($1350)

� Laboratory @ Rs. 1 Lakh ($1800)

� Sanitation Facilities @
Rs. 50,000 ($800)

� Teacher’s Salary @
Rs. 1,20,000 ($2250) per annum
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SAFE DRINKING
WATER PROJECT

HAND PUMP WELL CAN
BENEFIT PEOPLE500

DEEP BORE WELLS CAN
BENEFIT Families300

RAIN WATER HARVESTING TANKS
IN DROUGHT PRONE AREAS CAN
BENEFIT FAMILIES1000

Rs. 75000 ($1400)

Rs. 1.25 - 3 Lakhs
($2400-5700)

Rs. 3 Lakhs ($5700)

Rs. 1.5 to 3 Lakhs (2800 to 5600 $)
can provide A OVERDECENT ROOF

A FAMILY’S HEAD

Rs. 5 Lakhs (9500 $), on an average, is
needed to fight the legal battle for an

innocent person languishing in jail.

LEGAL AID PROJECT

HOUSING PROJECT
RS. 1500 ($30) will
provide BLANKETS
for a family or
Rs. 400 ($7.5) will
provide toBLANKET
a destitute and needy
person..

Rs. 8,500/- ($160)
sponsors a safe,
natural, humanized
BIRTH for a WOMAN
WHO CANNOT
AFFORD TO PAY.
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HUMAN WELFARE TRUST (HWT)

HWT is a national level humanitarian aid

organisation. It focuses mainly on

healthcare and community Development

Projects. It is a premier partner in Vision

2016 Project.

ASSOCIATION FOR PROTECTION

OF CIVIL RIGHTS (APCR)

APCR is a national civil rights’ group

striving to protect the society from

violation of human right. It conducts

training programs for civil rights activist,

educates the general public about their

rights and acts as a helpline to counsel

and advise the deprived and the

downtrodden.

SAHULAT MICROFINANCE

SOCIETY

SAHULAT MICROFINANCE SOCIETY

specializes in the economicl

development of under privileged and

weaker people especially the Muslim

Community. It facilitates and supports

livelihood opportunities and micro

enterprise development for poverty

alleviation through provision of Interest

Free Microfinance.

SOCIETY FORT BRIGHT FUTURE

(SBF)

Society for Bright Future (SBF), a

national level disaster relief

organisation, was formed as part of

Vision 2016 project. SBF specializes in

Emergency Relief and Rehabilitation and

has responded to all natural and man-

made disasters in recent past. It is

building a national level volunteer core

of emergency response personnel

capacity to respond effectively to

emergencies.

MEDICAL SERVICE SOCIETY (MSS)

MSS is an organization of Medical Professionals committed for:

� The evolutionary progress of medical sciences.

� The understanding & practice of Islamic Principles to promote

optimum levels in all human potentials and abilities.

� The highest level of health and medical care.

sahulat

mss
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